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 How many of us know the story of our names?  Sometimes our names tell the story of our 
long dead ancestors work or origin like Smith or Carpenter or like mine, Allman, which just 
means, German.  Sometimes names tell the stories of past oppressions, like the last names given 
to enslaved peoples, the names changed at Ellis Island to fit into an “American” society, or 
names changed for safety because of past persecutions.  Sometimes the story of our name is a 
reclaiming, by ourselves or a past relative, of our own history.  Is our name one we chose, one 
given by our families or someone else, a nickname, a middle name?  Were we named to connect 
with our family or culture, or as a way for those who named us to create distance from a family 
or culture?  According to my dad, my aunt Anne, his sister, was named Anne Carol Allman 
because my grandfather wanted to give her a middle name that would tick off his own father, my 
great-grandfather.  My Unitarian and Universalist grandfather used the name Carol because 
Charles Carroll of Carrollton was the only Catholic signer of the Declaration of Independence.  I 
am not totally clear on that part of the story, but my guess is that my great-grandfather had to 
prejudices my grandfather had feelings about.  My dad's middle name is Charles, I don't know if 
that is also related.  I was named Carol Ann, after my aunt, and my mom's mother who was Ella 
Carroll Noyes, but who went by Carroll.  I have a cousin named Ella Noyes, also for my 
grandmother, but after her given first name.   
 Our names can tell a story and they can be powerful.  In the Bible, the act of naming is an 
important theme, as with Adam and Eve in Genesis naming all the critters, and later in Exodus, 
when Moses asks God who to say has empowered him to lead his people.  Moses is told, “Tell 
them I am that I am (or in some translations, - “Becoming is”) sent you.” Sometimes in the Bible 
people's names are changed by God, or people receive word of what they must name their 
children.  Choosing new names or having them bestowed on you is part of many religious 
traditions including Christian (baptism and confirmation), Judaism (a Hebrew name given at Bar 
or Bat Mitzvah), Islam at a time of conversion, and in many Buddhist traditions, people who are 
joining monastic communities are given a new name,  
 If you have ever read or seen Romeo and Juliet, you probably remember that oft quoted 
speech of Juliette's 
 

’Tis but thy name that is my enemy;  
Thou art thyself though, not a Montague.  
What’s Montague? it is nor hand, nor foot,  
Nor arm, nor face, nor any other part          
Belonging to a man. O! be some other name:  
What’s in a name? that which we call a rose  
By any other name would smell as sweet;  
So Romeo would, were he not Romeo call’d,  
Retain that dear perfection which he owes         
Without that title. Romeo, doff thy name;  
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And for that name, which is no part of thee,  
Take all myself.  

 
In a story where family name represents the obstacles to the star-crossed lovers, Juliette argues 
that it is not the name, but rather the substance of Romeo that she loves and that the sweetness of 
a rose, comes not from its name.  This is true, fundamentally a name is not inherently connected 
to the substance of someone or something.  And yet because of a name's power, it is not possible 
in their culture for Romeo and Juliette to totally separate themselves from the influence of their 
names and families.  The names and the conflict they represent are part of their story. We shape 
our name and our name shapes us. 
 Does anyone remember where the names Unitarian and Universalist came from?  
(Conversation – uni meaning one – reclaimed slur, universal salvation).  Our Unitarian 
Universalist Association has its name because when we came together in 1961, we became a free 
Association of congregations.  Some congregations, depending on their history might be known 
as First Parish of XYZ, Unitarian Universalist, or the Unitarian Universalist Church, Society or 
Fellowship of ABC.  Some have descriptive names like All Souls or Church of the River.  In our 
name, the Unitarian Universalist Meeting of South Berkshire, our founders were communicating 
something about the style of worship and type of community they wanted to build when they 
founded the community, through the name they chose. 
 Why is naming so powerful?  Names have power because they can tell stories about who 
we are, and where we came from.  When a name is reclaimed, or we name ourselves, we are 
sharing some of our identity through our name.  Even if our name is the same as the day we were 
born, how we use that name reflects our identity, we shape our name and our name shapes us.  In 
our reading from the Tao te Ching, we saw a theme that comes up again and again in the Tao 
about naming and how whatever we might call the Tao or the Way is not the actual thing.  We 
can call it the Tao, but as soon as we do that, we have limited it to our understanding.  We do this 
in order to communicate, and know that it that it is more than we can wrap our minds and names 
around. The Tao explores not only the power of naming, but letting go of that power and living in 
the place of unknowing.  In Chapter 32 of the Tao, the sage writes, “When you have names and 
forms, know that they are provisional.”  Names are only a symbol, they are not the person or the 
thing, but we need symbolic language to share our experience.  Names have power because we 
give them power, because they help us communicate with each other and they can help us to 
share a representation of our, or our community's, identity with the world. 
 In Unitarian Universalist worship we use lots of different names for the transcendent and 
for what spiritually feeds us.  We have the gift of a wide theological tent, and having a lot of 
different names does not dilute the power of the spiritual names that speak to us.  My invitation 
today is a simple one.  Be attentive to how you use the power of names, your own, others, and 
names in your spiritual life.  We can share our names for our places of spiritual grounding, and 
our power together in community. Just as there is no singular path to spiritual connection, there is 
no one name for that path.  One of the best readings I have found summing this all up is a poem 
from the late, great Rev. Nancy Shaffer, an amazing writer and Unitarian Universalist minister, 
“That Which Holds All.” 

Because she wanted everyone to feel included 
in her prayer, 
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she said right at the beginning 
several names for the Holy: 
Spirit, she said, Holy One, Mystery, God 
 
But then thinking these weren’t enough ways of addressing 
that which cannot fully be addressed, she added 
particularities, saying, Spirit of Life, Spirit of Love, 
Ancient Holy One, Mystery We Will Not Ever Fully Know, 
Gracious God, and also Spirit of this Earth, 
God of Sarah, Gaia, Thou 
 
And then, tongue loosened, she fell to naming 
superlatives as well: Most Creative One, 
Greatest Source, Closest Hope – 
 
even though superlatives for the Sacred seemed to her 
probably redundant, but then she couldn’t stop: 
 
One who Made the Stars, she said, although she knew 
technically a number of those present didn’t believe 
the stars had been made by anyone or thing 
but just luckily happened. 
 
One Who Is an Entire Ocean of Compassion, 
she said, and no one laughed. 
 
That Which Has Been Present Since Before the Beginning, 
she said, and the room was silent. 
 
Then, although she hadn’t imagined it this way, 
others began to offer names. 
 
Peace, said one. 
 
One My Mother Knew, said another. 
 
Ancestor, said a third. 
 
Wind. 
Rain. 
Breath, said one near the back. 
Refuge. 
 
That Which Holds All. 
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A child said, Water. 
 
Someone said, Kuan Yin. 
Then: Womb. 
Witness. 
                                                          
Great Kindness. 
Great Eagle. 
Eternal Stillness. 
 
And then, there wasn’t any need to say the things 
she’d thought would be important to say, 
and everyone sat hushed,  
until someone said 
 
Amen. 
 

 


